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Sosler: Love in the Ordinary: Leadership in the Gospel of John

ALEX SOSLER

LOVE IN THE ORDINARY: LEADERSHIP
IN THE GOSPEL OF JOHN
Introduction
James K. A. Smith (2016) observes a pair of intriguing questions at the
beginning and in the end of the gospel of John. When Jesus calls his followers
he asks, “What do you want?” (John 1:38 NiV). When he calls Peter to
leadership in the church, he asks, “Do you love me?” (John 21:15-17 ESV).
Between these two questions, Jesus forms the disciples’ love by teaching and
modeling what it means to be a leader. As Smith (2016) explains, “our wants
and longings and desires are at the core of our identity, the wellspring from
which our actions and behavior flow” (p. 2).
Jesus did extraordinary things. the gospel of John includes seven
miraculous signs that point to Jesus’ true identity as the Son of god. god
incarnate is no ordinary concept. however, the first 30 or so years of his life
seem rather ordinary. Just look at some of the regular patterns of his ministry
as recorded in the gospels: attending weddings, hiding from crowds, going to
the synagogue. At the end of his time on earth, as Jesus asks the question,
“Do you love me?” he calls his followers to be ordinary in the ordinary. it is
these regular moments that shape our loves and desires. it was the motif of
love for Jesus and shepherding his sheep as imaged in the narrative of the
gospel of John that defined leadership for Peter in John 21.

The Question: Do You Love Me?
As one of the earliest leaders in the church, Peter is a telling case study in
leadership development. indeed, he gives hope to all floundering, misdirected
leaders. As the last words of a person are usually some of the most important, so
Jesus’ last words to Peter take on special emphasis. Furthermore, Jesus repeats
his question three times—an emphatic mark on one’s last words. the question
Jesus asks is one every human creature must answer: “Do you love me?”
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First, note what Jesus does not ask. he does not ask, “Do you know me?”
Nor does he ask, “Do you believe in me?” he does not even ask, “Are you
willing to serve me, Peter?” the lingering question of Jesus is about desire,
longing, and love. And Peter responds affirmatively all three times: “yes,
Lord, you know that i love you” (John 21:15–17). By the third time, there is a
sense of aggravation and exasperation in Peter's response: “Lord, you know
everything; you know that i love you” (v.17). At each response, Jesus gives
direction: Feed my lambs, tend my sheep, feed my sheep. these are ordinary
practices of a shepherd. Every day a shepherd leads his sheep to find food.
Every day a shepherd guides and protects the sheep. tending and feeding
are very ordinary acts in a pastoral life. they are verbs—ways of being, not
positional titles. Even the image of a shepherd proposes an ordinary way of
living.
Love demands an object. Unlike the modern, New Age, Oprah
sentimentality, love is tangible. it never exists merely ethereally as some type
of feeling. Love does not thrive as theory. Jesus ties love to himself and to
people. A love for Jesus executes itself in a concern for his sheep. Notice, too,
that Jesus refers to the sheep as “my sheep.” the lambs belong to Jesus.
tending and feeding Jesus’ sheep are the means by which Peter shows love
toward Jesus. these ordinary activities shape and prove love.
With this story planted in the mind, consider what it means to love and
what it means to feed or tend. how might the rest of the gospel influence
these verbs? Johannine imagery is used “as a rhetorical tool” (Van der Watt,
2006). Both love and shepherding are not abstract concepts, but tangible
realities that Jesus describes. For Peter, it was a long way to grasp this ethic.

What Does It Mean to Love?
there are two primary verbs in John 21: love (agape and phileo), and feed or
take care of (bosko and poimano). John 13 defines the way of love in the eyes
of Jesus. the chapter opens with these words: “Now before the Feast of the
Passover, when Jesus knew that his hour had come to depart out of this world
to the Father, having loved his own who were in the world, he loved them to
the end” (v.1). What follows is an image of Jesus’ love. Love is displayed in
washing the disciples’ feet. Merrill tenney (1948) comments on this act:
“Divine love leaped over boundaries of class distinctions and made the Lord
of glory the servant of men” (p. 198). toward the end of the evening, Jesus
gives a new commandment: “that you love one another: just as i have loved
you, you also are to love one another. By this all people will know that you
are my disciples, if you have love for one another” (v. 34-35). Jesus provides
an example of love. this is not abstract teaching; it is concrete demonstration.
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to love means to serve in an ordinary way: like washing the feet of a weary
guest. Love is active; it takes the initiative in day-to-day moments.
in John 15, Jesus repeats the command to love one another and intensifies
it in the most tangible result. the greatest love in the world, says Jesus, is
“that someone lays down his life for his friends” (v. 13). So what does it mean
to love? it means laying down one’s life through ordinary service.
Earlier in the narrative, Peter overestimated his ability to love when he
insisted that he was willing to die for Jesus (John 13:37). yet, when his life
was on the line, Peter denied Jesus three times (John 18:15-18; 25-27). Faced
with possible death, he was not willing to lay down his life for Jesus. yet, the
resurrected Jesus gives Peter a second chance. Would he lay down his life for
Jesus by tending and feeding his sheep?

What Does It Mean to Shepherd?
When Peter heard Jesus tell him to guard and feed the sheep, he
understood the context regarding what Jesus was asking of him. Jesus did not
speak in a vacuum. Augustine explains a necessary connection. in John 10,
Jesus had already introduced these pastoral terms. the call for Peter to tend
and feed the lambs and sheep was explained in an earlier context. in John
10:12 Jesus declares himself the good Shepherd. Following Laniak (2006),
the word “good” may better be translated “model.” When Jesus proclaims
this identity, he connects it to a purpose: the person of god has come to die.
there are at least four explicit times that Jesus states this purpose in these few
verses (John 10:11, 15, 17, 18). the shepherd has come down to lay down his
life for his chosen sheep.
in the same way, Peter’s call to Shepherd comes by laying down his life,
for to love is to lay down one’s life. the good Shepherd does the same. thus
Jesus calls Peter to do what he does when he says, “Follow me.” to love and
to shepherd is to lay down one’s life. Augustine (2008) notices this connection
when he writes, “So all of these were good shepherds, not just because they
shed their blood, but because they shed it for the sheep. you see they didn’t
shed it out of haughty self-esteem, but out of love.” the narrative of John in
chapter 21 confirms that this is the exact thing to which Peter is called: “to
show by what kind of death he was to glorify god” (v.19).
this love is what fuels the leaders’ suffering for the sheep. Augustine
(2008) writes,
Love for christ in him who shepherds his sheep, should grow into such a
spiritual ardor that he could conquer his natural fear of death, because
of which we do not want to die even when we want to live with christ. . . .
But great as the annoyance of death might be, it should be conquered by
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the force of love with which he is loved who, since he is our life, wanted
even to ensure death for our sake. (pp. 446–447)
Peter denied Jesus three times around a charcoal fire. in John 21, Jesus
searches Peter’s heart by asking him three times, “Do you love me?” As Jesus
asks these questions, the smell of charcoal fire again ascends to sting Peter’s
bitter memory (John 18:15-18; 25-27). his fear of death must be met with a
greater love for Jesus. And this love displays itself in pastoral care for the
sheep.

Ordinary Faithfulness Leads to Great Love
A survey of history may contradict this thesis. On one hand, loving Jesus
by tending and feeding his flock is very ordinary. it is the shepherd’s daily
rhythm. On the other hand, these daily rhythms are also a call to lay down
one’s life—no ordinary thing. the reader may question this above dilemma
by pondering the great things to which great leaders are called. After all,
extraordinary people do extraordinary things. the world remembers great
people as defined by their great acts.
For example, the world remembers george Washington as the first
American president, as he is enshrined in the painting “Washington crossing
the Delaware.” his fame is connected to the extraordinary feat of leading
troops across a frozen river on christmas night to the surprise of hessian
forces. Likewise, no one would remember Winston churchill were it not for
his relentless voice of courage in the midst of war with Nazi germany. Would
people remember christ had he not done the unthinkable: die and rise again
three days later? tradition has it that Peter was crucified upside down—no
little, ordinary thing!
On the other hand, these leaders were prepared for the extraordinary
leadership situations for which we remember them by ordinary acts of
habitual faithfulness. it was christ who said, “he who is faithful in little will
be trusted with much” (Luke 16:10). in essence, habits form virtue—small,
repeated acts that shape one’s character. David Brooks (2015) defines
character as “a set of dispositions, desires, and habits that are slowly
engraved during the struggle against your own weakness. you become more
disciplined, considerate, and loving through a thousand small acts of selfcontrol, sharing, service, friendship, and refined enjoyment” (pp. 263-264).
yale Professor Anthony t. Kronman (1995) has defined “character” in a
similar way: “an ensemble of settled dispositions—of habitual feelings and
desires” (p. 16).
the culture of a generation past valued this ordinary, slow growth. For
Dwight Eisenhower “conquering your own soul” was “the moral ecology in
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which (he) grew up” (Brooks, 2015, p. 53). this means “the essential drama of
life is the drama to construct character, which is an engraved set of
disciplined habits, a settled disposition to do good” (Brooks, 2015, p. 53). in
this context, Eisenhower, who was by no means a brilliant student, was able
to cultivate this steadiness over time. his parents developed these habits, and
the military engrained them in him. We remember Eisenhower as a great
leader today because he negotiated peace and navigated towards prosperity.
But he cultivated these leadership qualities through earlier, ordinary habits.
Albert Schweitzer also valued ordinary gifts. Schweitzer was a german
medical doctor, musician, and Biblical scholar who began his missionary
career to West Africa in 1913 (tucker, 1983). he describes how he selected
those with whom he wanted to work in the medical compound. he only
wanted people who would perform constant acts of service with a nononsense attitude to simply do what needed doing. “Only a person who feels
his preference to be a matter of course, not something out of the ordinary,
and who has no thought of heroism but only of a duty undertaken with sober
enthusiasm, is capable of being the sort of spiritual pioneer the world needs”
(Schwen & Bass, 2006, p. 34). in short, to use the language of Jesus, ordinary
tending and feeding are the regular habits where love is born. this is how a
person lays down his life.

Jesus as Teacher and Model
the genius of Jesus’ leadership is how he exemplified the way of ordinary
love. in John 13 he washed his disciples’ feet—a servant’s task. No great,
amazing, revolutionary thing! he was not focused on building big churches,
multiplying campuses, or creating huge organizations, as admirable as those
things may be. he was doing a very ordinary, humble thing: washing dirty
feet. After modeling love, he taught by explaining its meaning. When Peter
put up a fight in receiving Jesus’ service, he asks, “Lord, do you wash my
feet?”, the assumption being that this was unbecoming of a person with
authority. in the next moment, another objection arises. (Peter seems to be
strong-willed). “you shall never wash my feet.” Jesus gently insists, “if i do
not wash you, you have no share with me” (v. 8).
When opposition to leadership arises, many leaders resort to two basic
human responses to conflict: fight or flight. By the authority vested in him,
Jesus could have demanded his right and grabbed Peter’s feet, forcibly
washing them. But Jesus does not rage in anger—acting in aggression and
fighting. Jesus could have complained saying in effect, “Fine. have it your
way. Do what you want. it is not my problem.” he did not pout in sadness—
acting in passivity or fleeing. rather, Jesus patiently and humbly teaches. he
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feeds his lambs with truth, and he guides them into a reality they do not yet
see clearly.
What he models, he also explains. As always, he delicately interweaves
teaching and modeling. Jesus habituates the disciples to give them a taste of
the good life, and then explains why the commitment is worthwhile (Sanders,
2015). here is the Master teacher posing a question that starts the disciples on
a journey of learning, “Do you understand what i have done?” Explanations
give meaning, invite appreciation, and ultimately bid love toward action. As
their teacher and Lord, he has given them an example. Now, they, as his
disciples, should do likewise.
the pattern of Jesus is teaching, modeling, and inviting to follow. Jesus is
not content with mere cognitive recognition. As richard hays (1996) writes,
“those who follow Jesus of the fourth gospel . . . will learn an ethic that love’s
not in words or speech, but in truth and action (1 John 3:18)” (p. 156).

Conclusion
Peter, like all leaders, was a complex being. he was not just a brain; nor
just an economic material to manipulate for maximal production. his
intellectual capabilities needed cognitive instruction. But his intellect was
limited. he needed to also see the teaching at work. And in both, he needed
an invitation to practice what he was learning. Jesus provided the example
when he called a disciple: “Follow me” (John 1:43). “Example is the best
teacher. Moral improvement occurs most reliably when our heart is warmed,
when we come into contact with people we admire and love and we
consciously and unconsciously bend our lives to mimic theirs” (Brooks, 2015,
p. xv). Only love is adequate for this undertaking.
Following Jesus in leadership may not be earth-shattering. it may not be
radical or spectacular. Jesus does not ask us to rise from the dead. he already
did that. But our Lord calls us to follow him. christians follow a good
Shepherd. Now Jesus asks leaders to feed his sheep and tend his lambs.
christian leaders love a good Shepherd and serve him as under shepherds
(1 Peter 5:1-5) who give their lives for his sheep.
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